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Abstract:
Schwannoma of the tongue is a relatively rare tumor of the head and neck. We report a case of schwannoma
of tongue in a young male who presented with a slowly progressive painless mass over the left anterolateral
border of tongue without any impairment of tongue movement. Fine needle aspiration cytology of this lesion was
suggestive of a benign nerve sheath tumor. Complete excision of the mass through an intraoral approach with
primary closure was done. Definitive histopathological examination confirmed the diagnosis of schwannoma.
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Introduction
Schwannomas (Neurilemmomas or neurinomas)
are benign encapsulated nerve sheath neoplasms
composed of Schwann cells first described by
Verocay in 1908 [1]. It usually presents as a
solitary and encapsulated tumor and can virtually
affect any peripheral autonomic or cranial nerve
(except olfactory and optic) [2]. 25-40 percent of
all schwannomas are considered to affect the head
and neck region with the parapharyngeal space
being the most common location. Only one percent
cases are intraoral. The intraoral lesions show a
predilection for the tongue, followed by the palate,
buccal mucosa, lip and gingiva. Schwannomasof the
tongue typically present in the third decade of life
and display no gender predilection. The treatment
of choice is surgical excision of the tumor most
commonly by transoral approach [3]. Schwannomas
generally do not recur if completely excised.

We report a case of schwannoma of the tongue in a
young male presenting as a slowly enlarging mass.
It was managed by complete surgical excision via
intraoral approach. The patient has been under our
follow up for past 6 months and shows no evidence
of recurrence.
Case Report
A 20 year old male presented with otherwise
asymptomatic slow growing swelling on left border
of tongue of six months duration. It was a painless
swelling and didn’t interfere with normal functioning
of the tongue. Physical examination revealed a
2x1cm normal mucosa covered globular, smooth,
firm, non-tender swelling on left anterolateral aspect
1 cm behind the tip of tongue [Fig.1]. There was
no associated lymphadenopathy. Haematological
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and biochemical investigation were within normal
limits. Fine needle aspiration cytology suggested
the swelling as a benign spindle cell lesion, possibly
neurogenic in origin, suggestive of schwannoma.
The lesion was surgically excised under general
anaesthesia via transoral approach. Grossly the
mass was well encapsulated, and had firm gray
white cut surface with cystic areas. Microscopically
the tumour was composed of spindle shaped
cells displaying elongated nuclei with mild
pleomorphism. Areas of pallisading arrrangement
of nuclei suggestive of Verocay bodies were noted.
Histological examination confirmed the diagnosis of
schwannoma tongue. In view of histopathological
diagnosis, a thorough physical examination was
made to rule out multiple tumors of neural origin and
it came out to be negative. Healing was uneventful
without any loss of function.
Discussion
Peripheral nerve sheath tumors can be benign or
malignant. Benign peripheral nerve sheath tumors
include schwannoma and neurofibroma, latter
usually found in individuals with neurfibromatosis
type 1. Schwannomas are usually solitary but
multifocal lesions may occur in association with von
Recklinghausen disease and schwannomatosis, a
non-hereditary disease characterized by multiple
subcutaneous or intradermal schwannomas along
with tumors of internal organs [4].
Within the tongue, schwannomas may arise from
the hypoglossal nerve, glossopharyngeal nerve or
the lingual nerve. Identification of the originating
nerve may be difficult [5]. Schwannomas are
usually slow growing, smooth surfaced, solitary
and asymptomatic lesions of variable size. They
usually presents as a painless mass, although pain
and paresthesias may occur. Other symptoms like
disturbance in mastication, phonation and dysphagia
might be present depending upon location and size
of the tumour. Large size schwannomas and those
221

Fig.1: Per-operative photograph showing
schwannoma on left anterolateral border tongue.
present in the posterior two thirds of tongue are
more likely to produce debilitating symptoms [6].
In our patient, since the size of the lesion was small
and it was located in the anterolateral border of
tongue it did not cause many symptoms.
Differential diagnosis are other benign, slow
growing, macroscopically well circumscribed lesions
of the tongue including neurofibroma, traumatic
neuroma, fibroma, lipoma, leiomyoma etc. [7]. In
some cases, squamous cell carcinoma, sarcomas and
glandular malignant processes may present with
similar clinical features. Diagnostic investigations
include MRI or CT scan and fine needle aspiration
cytology. The definitive diagnosis is based on
histopathological findings. Schwannomas have a
distinctive pattern of compact cellularity arranged
with palisading nuclei (Antoni A pattern) alternating
with a more loosely arranged hypocellular pattern
(Antoni B pattern) [8]. The absence of large
multipolar fibroblasts, reticulin and a mucous
matrix distinguishes schwannoma from other similar
histological entities like meningioma, leiomyoma,
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palisaded myofibroblastoma and pleomorphic
hyalinising angiectatic tumour of soft tissue [5].
In our patient, fine needle aspiration cytology of
the mass revealed findings of a benign neurogenic
tumor suggestive of a schwannoma. MRI could not
be done due to financial constraints of the patient.
Treatment is always surgical and requires an
excision or enucleation of the tumor. Although
several approaches like transhyoid, suprahyoid,
or submandibular approaches have been used,
transoral approach remains the standard approach
for excision except in some cases of base of tongue
schwannomas [9-11]. Our case was similarly
managed by complete excision of the tumor via
transoral approach. It has a good prognosis as
the tumor is benign and recurrence is rare unless
the resection of the tumor is incomplete. Few cases
of malignant transformation of head and neck
schwannomas have been reported, including one
in the tongue [12]. Das Gupta and Brasfield found
an incidence of 8% of malignant schwannomas and
Ghosh et al reported an incidence of 13.9% [13,14].
Conclusion
Schwannomas although rare should be included
in the differential diagnosis of well circumscribed
tongue masses. The definitive diagnosis requires a
histopathological evaluation. Treatment is complete
surgical excision of the lesion which does not result
in any recurrence.
Consent
The authors have taken the patient’s informed
consent for the case report to be published.
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